


P R A I S E

“Lisa Fain and Lois Zachary expose one of mentoring's biggest blindspots — mentors and 
mentees who assume similarity rather than difference — and provide insightful and 
practical advice for how to mentor and be mentored across all forms of 
diversity. A vital addition to the D&I and mentoring field.”

— Andrés T. Tapia, Senior Client Partner and Global D&I Strategist, Korn Ferry and 
     author of The Inclusion Paradox

“Successful people know that ‘what got you here won’t get you here.’  Mentoring is a 
powerful gateway to growth and development.  But keep in mind, not just any mentoring 
will do. Successful mentoring relationships must be authentic and inclusive. This practical 
hands-on guide to better mentoring by mentoring experts Fain and Zachary is not to be 
missed by anyone who wants to learn how to build deeper and more meaningful bridges 
across, under and through difference.”

— Marshall Goldsmith, Thinkers 50 #1 Executive Coach for 10 years and New York 
     Times #1 bestselling author of Triggers, Mojo, and What Got You Here Won’t Get You 
     There

“Bridging Differences For Better Mentoring is a roadmap for building successful 
mentoring relationships. Every chapter illustrates examples of how key concepts play out 
in real life, and introduces the reader to reflective exercises to assist in integrating the 
wisdom into practice. This insightful book also adeptly addresses issues of bias and power 
positions to help establish inclusive and more comfortable relationships. Combining 
experiences and generational perspectives, Lisa and Lois have written the ultimate go-to 
guide on how to bridge differences in a mentoring relationship.”

— Marcia Reynolds, PsyD, global expert in executive coaching and author of The 
     Discomfort Zone

“There are rare times when a book is written that expands your mind, opens your heart 
and touches your soul. This is one of those books. Fain and Zachary, who have a deep 
knowledge and understanding of the context and processes of mentoring, confront us with 
our need to view the world and those within it with a broader focus on the breath and 
beauty of varied perspectives, which in turn, will bring richness to our own perceptions 
and abilities. If we are to mentor and be mentored in ways that can foster growth and 
understanding in all involved and in our world, we will take their knowledge and make it 
our own.”

— Frances Kochan, Wayne T. Smith Distinguished Professor Emerita, Auburn    
                 University



“Building on years of working with individuals and organizations to improve their 
experiences with mentoring,  Lois Zachery and Lisa Fain have created an invaluable resource 
for those who want to enhance their experiences of mentoring in an increasingly diverse 
workforce.  They have provided a compelling and simple structure for building self-
awareness, becoming an outstanding mentoring partner through demonstrating genuine 
curiosity, asking good questions, and establishing routines in a mentoring partnership that 
lead to deep trust, growth-enhancing conversations, and transformational outcomes.  At the 
core, the structure and methods presented in this book enable the reader to become 
culturally competent, and to lean in to differences and leverage them, rather than deny or 
minimize their potential value.”
— Kathy E. Kram, PhD, Shipley Professor in Management Emerita, Boston University 
     Questrom School of Business

“Alas, all too often mentoring relationships occur thru happenstance, and sometimes they 
work and sometimes they don’t.  This excellent book cuts through the “luck” part and guides 
mentor and mentee into excellent conversations that build their connection and their 
impact. Yes, there are many mentoring books available and if you think you’ve seen it all, 
give this one a try.  Lois and Lisa meld their experiences, know how, and backgrounds to 
provide a vast amount of ideas and concepts that are research based and practice tested.”
— Beverly Kaye, bestselling author of Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em

“At last! Here is the definitive, no-nonsense guide for exploring, appreciating, leveraging, 
and even celebrating cultural difference in mentoring relationships. Lisa Fain and Lois 
Zachary, both luminaries in the mentoring field, deliver the definitive applied toolbox for 
genuinely inclusive mentorship. Any leader committed to recruiting, retaining, and 
promoting diverse talent should personally hand a copy of Bridging Differences to every 
mentor and mentee in the organization.”
— W. Brad Johnson, PhD, Professor of Psychology, U. S. Naval Academy, & Faculty 
     Associate, Johns Hopkins University

“While our similarities give us comfort, it is our differences that give us growth.  In many 
ways embracing differences is the very essence of learning.  Bridging Differences for Better 
Mentoring provides solid guidance through profound wisdom, practical tools, and case 
example on how to leverage differences for rich, mutual growth.  Mentors and mentees alike 
will find this book a potent and enjoyable gift.”
— Chip R. Bell, Author, Managers as Mentors



“Fain and Zachary’s book expands, integrates and elevates their previous work in 
mentoring and cultural competence, using case studies and interactive exercises to 
engage and challenge readers to explore ways to create more inclusive mentoring 
relationships in their own contexts. I look forward to applying the valuable insights I 
have gained through this book to our Young Innovators Project, in which we are 
training K-12 educators nationwide to more effectively mentor the diverse and creative 
students in their schools.”
— Ruth V. Small, Ph.D., L. Douglas Professor Emerita, School of Information Studies, 
     Syracuse University and Director, The Young Innovators Project

"Lisa Fain and Lois Zachary have used their world-class expertise to provide a road-map 
for leaders to more effectively connect, learn and grow through mentoring. Highly 
recommended!”
— Doug Bruhnke, founder and CEO, of Global Chamber®

“A rare and much needed contribution, this timely book brings leaders and educators 
down-to-earth advice on a pressing and little-understood aspect of mentorship. In fresh 
and accessible language, blending practical ideas with current research, the authors’ deep 
experience shines through every page. Essential reading for mentors—aspiring and 
experienced alike.”
— Laurent A. Daloz, author of Mentor, co-author of Common Fire: Leading lives of 
     commitment in a complex world.

“Regardless of where you are in you career’s trajectory, this unique  guide offers the 
wisdom and real-life applications for the furtherance of empathic leadership skills of 
both mentors and mentees.”
— John Hensing, MD, FACP, Chief Clinical Officer, Banner Health, Retired. 

“Bridging Differences for Better Mentoring is a nuanced and instructive reflection of the 
modern workplace, and a necessary resource for today’s leaders. Equipped with 
invaluable experience and universal strategies, Fain and Zachary offer insight into 
connecting across differences and leveraging everyone’s unique strengths– a critical 
skillset that every inclusive leader should develop. Complete with real stories and 
actionable steps, this book will resonate with both mentors and mentees alike.”
— Jennifer Brown, Founder, CEO & President, Jennifer Brown Consulting
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When Mia and Christopher met for the first time, they were immediately struck 
by the ways in which they were not alike: gender, age, self-expression, and power 
differential within the organization. You will likely observe substantial differences 
between you and your mentoring partner. Some things (like ethnicity, race, and 
gender) may be easy to see; and some things (like values, motivation, and back-
ground) are not so visible. Often, we make unconscious assumptions about the 
meaning of what we see, and those assumptions may be incorrect because ethnic-
ity, race, and gender are not always obvious and don’t always follow an archetype. 
Nonetheless, each element of identity, and the assumptions that we make about 
them, affect how we view the world and how we view our mentoring partner.

When mentoring partners focus too much on differences, or when they can’t 
relate across the differences, the result is fragmentation and judgment. Although it 
is tempting, and perhaps more comfortable, to focus on what we have in common 
with someone else, this can discourage authenticity, exclude the things you may 
learn if you pay attention to differences, and lead to other problems. The first 
question most people ask themselves when seeking to connect with a new person 
is, “What do we have in common?” In general, people connect based on common-
ality, which can give ground to build relationships. But when we are so focused 
on commonality, differences are ignored or even judged. Unconsciously, we create 
groupthink; and those who do not share the group’s commonalities feel devalued, 

O n e

Building the Framework for 
Mentoring across Differences
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excluded, and discouraged from sharing differing ideas and opinions. Often, those 
of us who are excluding, however inadvertently, have no idea this happening.

A multiplicity of factors make up our identity, shape the way we look at things, 
and impact our actions and our behavior. In mentoring (and in life in general), the 
idea is not to accentuate, avoid, or judge the ways we are different from one another 
but to honor those differences by balancing commonalities and differences. When 
we understand and appreciate the differences between us, we can leverage them 
to improve our conversations, deepen our learning, and spur creative thinking. 
When we see our partners through the lens of cultural competency, we enhance 
the relationship between mentor and mentee and boost mentoring outcomes.

What Is Mentoring? 

We define mentoring as “a reciprocal learning relationship in which a mentor and 
mentee agree to a partnership where they work collaboratively toward achievement 
of mutually defined goals that will develop a mentee’s skills, abilities, knowledge 
and/or thinking.” This description is packed with a good deal of meaning for our 
work here. We focus on four key concepts that relate most closely to bridging 
dif-ference in a mentoring relationship: reciprocal, learning, relationship, and 
partnership. 

Mentoring Is Reciprocal

One of the most beneficial aspects of mentoring is its inherent reciprocity. When 
reciprocity is present, both mentor and mentee fully engage in the relationship. If 
the relationship is truly working, there is a big payoff for both parties. Perspectives 
expand, and each person gains new insight into where their mentoring partner is 
coming from. Each has specific responsibilities, contributes to the relationship, 
and learns from the other. Reciprocity is essential to effective mentoring, and the 
degree to which mentors mutually benefit from it is often surprising to both men-
toring partners.

Mentoring Involves Learning

Mentoring, at its very core, is a learning relationship: learning is the purpose, the 
process, and the product of a mentoring relationship.3 Mentees must come to 
the relationship as learners, and mentors must view themselves as learning 
facilitators and as learners. When both partners have a learning mindset, there 
is no failure. Rather, each encounter with difference and misunderstanding is an 
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opportunity to learn from one another, to course correct and build on our new 
understandings. When mentors are open to learning, they often learn as much as 
(if not more than) their mentees. 

Mentoring Requires a Strong Relationship

Effective mentoring requires a strong relationship between mentoring partners. 
From the very start, mentor and mentee must begin to build a relationship that 
is open and trusting and to honor each other’s uniqueness. This doesn’t happen 
overnight. Give your relationship time to develop and grow. It is the mentor’s 
responsibility to create a safe and trusting space that enables a mentee to stretch 
and step outside their comfort zone, take risks, and show up authentically. It is 
the mentee’s responsibility to be willing to take these risks, engage with their 
mentor, and ask for what they need. Both partners need to work at establishing, 
maintaining, and strengthening the relationship through time.

Mentoring Is a Partnership

Even though the mentor may be higher on the org chart than the mentee, a mento-
ring relationship is a partnership. Mentoring partners need to establish agreements 
that are anchored in a bedrock of trust. Trust is predicated on respecting your 
mentoring partner for who they are and understanding their needs. You are going 
to need to continuously work at building and strengthening your relationship and 
holding each other accountable for results. That is what strong partnerships do, 
and they do it well. 

Mentoring is always a collaborative endeavor. Mentor and mentee work to-
gether to establish a successful relationship, achieve the mentee’s goals, and make 
mentoring a win-win for both partners. Together they build the relationship, share 
knowledge, and come to consensus about the focus of the mentee’s desired learn-
ing, and they actively engage with one another to achieve it.4 

The Mentoring Cycle

Mentoring relationships travel through a predictable four-phase cycle, each 
building on the one before it to create a fluid developmental sequence: preparing, 
negotiating, enabling growth, and coming to closure. Being able to anticipate each 
phase, knowing where you are in the process, and understanding what each phase 
offers in terms of learning and growing with your mentoring partner, makes your 
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work together more productive and builds a strong foundation for your partner-
ship to succeed. This mentoring framework, which Lois presented in The Mentor’s 
Guide, combines good mentoring practice with what we know about how adults 
learn best.5

Figure 1.1 shows the four phases of the mentoring cycle. We refer to these phases 
throughout this book. There is no set time for getting through this cycle; the length of 
each phase varies depending on the mentoring relationship. The two-way arrows 
between each phase indicate that the phases are fluid: mentoring partners some-
times need to revisit an earlier phase in the cycle in order to move forward. In this 
chapter we follow Christopher and Mia’s journey as they begin phase 1 of their 
mentoring partnership.6 

In the hundreds of conversations we’ve had held with mentors and mentees, we’ve 
found that successful partnerships—those that can point to significant learning or 
progress—take care to follow these phases, often revisiting steps as needs and goals 
change.7 Positive movement through each phase rests on successful completion of 
specific behaviors and processes. Have faith in the process and be patient. 

THE 
MENTORING 

CYCLE

Preparing:
GETTING READY

Negotiating:
ESTABLISHING

AGREEMENTS

Coming to 
Closure:

LOOKING BACK,
MOVING FORWARD

Enabling Growth:
FACILITATING

LEARNING

Negotiating:
ESTABLISHING
AGREEMENTS

Figure 1.1 The Mentoring Cycle
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Phase 1. Preparing

Preparing has two parts: preparing yourself as mentor or mentee and then prepar-
ing the relationship. Preparing yourself is critical, yet it is frequently overlooked. 
Most folks just step into mentoring and gear up when they first meet their mento-
ring partner. Maybe they look over their partner’s CV and get some background 
info about the person. But just as you might get your thoughts together before 
making a presentation, the better way to mentor is to prepare yourself before you 
engage in your mentoring relationship. 

The second part of preparing—preparing the relationship—focuses on the kickoff 
conversation you engage in with your mentoring partner. Mia and Christopher, 
whom you met earlier, are just embarking on their mentoring relationship. They 
haven’t scratched the surface of it yet, let alone begun to bridge differences. What 
you read in the mentoring story before this chapter represents everything Mia 
and Christopher know about each other, and it’s the tip of the iceberg—gender, 
level of professional experience, job title, and age. What they do not yet know 
still lies beneath the surface: their unique motivations and expectations. They 
have work to do to get to know each other beyond what they see at first glance, 
and this work will lay the foundation for a trusting relationship that encourages 
authenticity. 

Both Christopher and Mia need to explore and discover the other person as an 
individual. What do they care about? What motivates them? What is their view 
of work and authority? What has their personal journey been? The purpose of this 
phase is to work toward creating a fuller understanding about who your mentoring 
partner is: What makes up the “who” of this unique individual? Getting to know 
another person and reaching a deeper level of understanding doesn’t happen in 
one meeting. It is a process that unfolds gradually and relies on a high degree 
of trust that takes time to build. With trust comes increased comfort. The more 
comfortable one is, the more open one can be; the more open one can be, the more 
authentic the conversation. The more authentic mentors and mentees are with each 
other, the deeper and more effective the learning.

Mia and Christopher’s first meeting was typical of many relationships. Although 
both partners felt like they knew what they needed to accomplish, and felt pre-
pared to succeed, neither had prepared themselves in a way that would build trust 
and understanding. 
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Mia was excited and impatient to get started—she felt more than ready for her meeting. 
She arrived in Christopher’s office with three lists: the goals she was ready to work on, 
the matters she had worked on since she joined F3, and the partners who had a book of 
business she admired. After a few minutes of getting acquainted, Mia handed her lists to 
Christopher. “This is what I want to work on,” she said. “What’s my next best step?” 

Christopher was taken aback. He was impressed with Mia’s organization and drive, 
but to him, she was appeared to be moving way too fast. “Seems a bit soon to dive into 
that,” he said, handing back her lists after a brief glance. “I need to understand more 
about you and how you work best.” Christopher smiled at Mia, but he felt like a tornado 
had just burst through his door. 

Disappointed and annoyed, Mia took back her papers. She was too busy for this. 
Making time for mentoring meetings was actually taking up time she could be spending 
on work, and she just wanted to get moving. How long could this take, anyway? And why 
didn’t Christopher take her at her word that she knew what she wanted to work on? He 
seemed too dismissive of the goals and the lists she had spent so much time crafting. She 
wondered if she should just cut her losses and find another mentor. 

As your mentoring partnership unfolds, trust is built and your relationship 
grows. The information you need about one another reveals itself over time.

Phase 2. Negotiating

Negotiating is the “business” phase of the relationship. Taking time to set processes 
and structures in place that you both agree on helps ensure mentoring success. 
Negotiating the parameters of your mentoring relationship involves conversations 
about goals, processes, ground rules, timelines, and accountabilities. When well 
executed, negotiating builds a rock-solid foundation for moving forward and stay-
ing on track, but it cannot be accomplished without first understanding who your 
mentoring partner is. Otherwise, mentoring becomes formulaic; better mentoring 
is not one-size-fits-all.

At their next meeting, Mia walked into Christopher’s office with a pen and a notebook
—no lists this time. She felt a real urgency to get to work on her list of goals. Though 
she was still annoyed about their last meeting, she was also pragmatic. This was a great 
opportunity for her to connect with an influential colleague who probably did have 
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something to teach her. She didn’t want to alienate Christopher, so she decided to try 
his approach.

Christopher was ready for another onslaught when Mia walked in, but he was 
delighted to see Mia’s notebook and no lists. She seemed ready to listen. So, after some 
small talk, he began. “Let’s set some ground rules,” he said.

Mia sighed to herself. She was ready to work! Why did he want to drag this on? “I’d 
better buckle up,” she thought, “this is going to be a long ride.” 

Phase 3. Enabling Growth

Phase 3, enabling growth, is the longest phase of the mentoring relationship. Now 
the work of mentoring begins in earnest, as you and your mentoring partner dive 
into goal achievement. This is where you will spend most of your time, so you want 
to do a good job of preparing the relationship to keep it growing, keep the learning 
fresh, and move forward toward achieving your mutual goals.

Mentoring relationships often stall out during this phase, so mutual 
accountability is paramount. Frequent check-ins will allow for course correction 
on the process, the goal, and the relationship. During this phase the mentor is 
supporting, chal-lenging, and encouraging the mentee to create and articulate a 
vision of possibility. The mentee needs to be able to ask for what they need, and 
feedback conversations are the norm. 

After a few more meetings, Christopher and Mia settled on two goals for Mia. The first 
one was straightforward: by the end of the mentoring year, she would identify ten 
potential clients or referral sources and build relationships with the key players. The 
second goal, however, was a bit tougher. Because Mia was so focused on becoming a 
partner, she would need to become more aware of how she presented herself so that 
others saw her potential. 

From the start, Christopher knew that Mia needed to learn to speak more slowly and 
moderately. But telling her to slow down and encouraging her to realize that her speedy 
approach was holding her back was another matter altogether. Mia’s energy was a 
positive attribute, her verbal attack mode less so. Christopher wanted Mia to show up 
authentically, and he anticipated that this would be a sensitive subject. Experience had 
taught him that telling Mia to slow down was only going to put her on the defensive, so 
he decided to put the ball in her court. 

Christopher asked Mia questions about how she thought she was viewed in the firm. 
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She seemed puzzled by the query. “I’ve never thought about it,” Mia said. “I’m really 
not sure . . .  is this important?”

“Well,” Christopher replied slowly, “I’ve learned that when I know how clients and 
colleagues see me, it helps me know how to approach them and better get my points 
across.” Therefore, the second goal they set was more long-term and personal: over 
the next six months, Mia would work on increasing her self-awareness so that she 
understood how she was perceived by her fellow attorneys and potential clients. 

Mia was taken aback—six months of wasting time on “getting to know herself ”? 
This wasn’t therapy! But on reflection, and despite her initial suspicions, she thought 
that it might be an interesting learning experience. Still, she found herself annoyed and 
confused by her mentor’s motives. Did Christopher really respect her? What was she 
doing that even made him say that? She wondered if it was a male-female thing. Maybe 
a woman partner would have been better after all, Mia wondered. 

Phase 4. Coming to Closure

In the fourth phase, mentor and mentee focus on consolidating and integrating 
the learning, evaluating the learning, celebrating the learning, and moving on. 
This short phase actually offers the most opportunity for growth and reflection, 
regardless of whether the relationship has been positive or not. Good closure con-
versation acts as a rite of passage, offering a framework for moving on and opening 
the door to new development opportunities. Closure provides an opportunity to 
reflect on what you’ve learned, process it, and talk about how you are going to 
leverage and take your learning to the next level. 

Phase 4 is not a one-time-only offer. Mia and Christopher will circle back 
through this phase several times if they continue to be mentor and mentee for the 
long haul. Successful closure creates new opportunities for growth. If closure is to 
be a mutually satisfying learning experience, both partners must be prepared for 
it. A closure conversation is one of the most significant development conversations 
you will ever have as a mentor or mentee, so take every opportunity to maximize 
the experience. (As you’ll learn later in this book, closure doesn’t necessarily mean 
“the end.” It’s a good rule of thumb never to bring a mentoring relationship to 
closure without identifying the next growth goal.) 
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» YOUR TUR N «

1. Think about your mentoring experiences. In what ways were any of the four
concepts (partnership, strong relationship, learning, reciprocity) present? In
what ways were they missing?

2. Reflect on your past mentoring experiences. Might a more structured model
have helped make them more successful? In what ways?

The mentoring concepts laid out in this chapter are basic to the mentoring process. 
In the next chapter you’ll begin to build the foundation for allowing cultural com-
petency to inform your mentoring partnerships.

Chapter Recap 
1. The ideal mentoring relationship is a cycle comprised of four phases:

preparing, negotiating, enabling growth, and coming to closure. Completion
of each phase is critical to a successful mentoring relationship.

2. Mentoring pairs can move backward and forward between the phases, but
skipping a phase will deprive each partner of the full benefit of mentoring.

3. Mentoring is a collaborative, reciprocal partnership that focuses on mutually
defined goals for the mentee’s learning and development. It is cocreated
by the mentor and mentee and customized based on each pair’s needs and
preferences.
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4. Mentoring partners can connect based on what they have in common and
based upon their differences. Pairs need not view differences as obstacles to
connection. The key is to understand differences and use them as ways to
connect with one another.
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